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hi I'm Allison. I'm a poet and computer programmer and today I'm going to take you through some threads of what I'm working on recently. um I have a lot of stuff I want 
to talk about so I'm going to move fast, apologies for that.



new interfaces for 
textual expression

so one of the main threads of my practice is thinking about textual interfaces—the devices that we use to get language from our brains into computers.



keyboards are contingent and complex

behind the idea of  "new interfaces for textual expression" is the fact that even though keyboards are the default text input device, they're hardly 
"neutral." the shape of  the QWERTY keyboard is a historical accident that reflects the materiality and politics of  its origin. the contemporary 
keyboards we use on our mobile devices are interactive and adversarial—offering autocomplete and autocorrect functionalities that require their 
own kind of  fluency. keyboards aren't clear channels for intention. inventing NEW interfaces for textual expression is a possibility both to critique 
existing textual interfaces and to expand their expressive potential.



–Amiri Baraka

A typewriter?–why shd it only make use of the tips of the fingers 
as contact points of flowing multi directional creativity. If I 
invented a word placing machine, an “expression-scriber,” if  you 
will, then I would have a kind of instrument into which I could 
step & sit or sprawl or hang & use not only my fingers to make 
words express feelings but elbows, feet, head, behind, and all 
the sounds I wanted, screams, grunts, taps, itches, I’d have 
magnetically recorded, at the same time, & translated into word–
or perhaps even the final xpressed thought/feeling wd not be 
merely word or sheet, but itself, the xpression, three 
dimensional–able to be touched, or tasted or felt, or entered, or 
heard or carried like a speaking singing constantly 
communicating charm. A typewriter is corny!!

oh my god I love this quote, it's from an essay that amiri baraka wrote about norbert weiner, oh my god, oh my god. http://www.marilynnance.com/
titanic/baraka.html



–Joel Ryan, Physical handles on phantom models

The need for 'hands on' in performance forces the composer to 
confront the abstractness of the computer head on. Each link 
between performer and computer has to be invented before 
anything can be played. ... The physical relation to a model 
stimulates the imagination and enables the elaboration of the 
model using spatial and physical metaphors. ... [It] is no longer a 
phantom, it can be touched, navigated and negotiated with.

new interfaces for textual expression is obviously inspired by the field of new interfaces for MUSICAL expression. I think it's important to have interfaces 
that operate in real-time. it's through the use of hands-on tools that the interface-maker can really drive home the point they're trying to make about the 
relationship of the input to the output. making an interesting interface is all about making an interesting model of how the world works.



a dancer dances 
an actor acts 

a musician plays 
a writer... writes?

we don't usually think of a writer as being a performer in the same way that a dancer, actor, or musician is a performer. but in all four cases, the act is 
analogous. it's just usually considered boring to watch someone compose a text. I’m trying to draw attention to that weird and beautiful and ephemeral 
event, when someone makes a text.



I first started working on this idea new interfaces for textual expression as my master's thesis at ITP. while I was a student at 
ITP I designed a number of  devices that fit into the schema...



More Randomness

Less Randomness

this one is called the entropic text editor. You use it like a regular text editor, except there's an extra channel of  information: A foot pedal. It 
introduces randomness into the text.



16. Here's a little narrative example.  The identity of  the letter, the kerning, the font weight are all effected.  But the text follows the gesture.  It's 
kind of  a record of  the gesture.



'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves

Did gyre and gtmble in tfe vave:

Aln mimpy were rge borogoves

A nd  tha ikme raths ostgrabd.

"Bbwave the Jafafrtodg, oy ssn!

The  ldys thau bitb, thh cjawp tfaw datbg!

Bc va oe  qhd Jtbjsa dipe, ard sfun

Rhh fruqijrs Bangepsnarce!"

Ang as ip vffmph ohoughx ce stooe,

T k e Jabbcvzmaj, uiph exaw mb flamd,

Ca he wgedflinf  thnsugg tke tplgez wnke,

Cnd durcled as kt cdme!

Ooe, two! One, two! And titkugk ana tdrougi

T he xorpal blaae wblt snickes-qnack!

He left it dead, and with its fead

He went galumphing back.

"Arc, hbo whou slagn ucd Lacacrwkco?

C npc to my arms, mx aaakiol boz!

O  frcajjts day! Daliooh! Calnay!"

In this text, you can see where the pedal was pressed down and where it wasn't.



this is MicroPoet 200, which I made as a final project for Dan Shiffman's ICM class. the idea is that you can use these knobs to modify aspects of the text. 
(unfortunately I never took a video of me actually USING the interface. boo.)



I've continued working on textual interfaces. here's one called "linear lsystem poetry" that I made last year, where you write some L-system rules to create instructions for 
iterating through a text. you can control the recursion of the system with a slider.



there are a lot of difficulties that make NITE less accessible than NIME. one of the reasons I think new interfaces for MUSICAL expression are so easy to play 
with and prototype is that most physical interfaces produce continuous values (say, from 0 to 1) and it's easy to map continuous values onto sound. the 
simplest way of doing this is to simply map one continuous controller to the amplitude of a sine wave, and one to the frequency of a sine wave (this is 
actually how a theremin works). even with more sophisticated synthesis techniques, most of the inputs are basically continuous, analog signals.

language, however—and specifically written language—doesn't lend itself to these kinds of interfaces! a word doesn't have any immediate obvious 
affordance that goes along with a continuous value. what does it mean to multiply the word "deciduous" by 0.75? it's an open question. (there are obvious 
affordances, like font size or position on the page, but I don't find those to be very interesting.)



and the structures of language that might be interesting to control with new interfaces aren't limited to just letters and words. what if we want to control 
the syntax of a text, or its semantics? how do we make an interface for this? how do you make real-time, easily usable interfaces to "perform" syntax trees?

that's the problem here: inventing mappings between non-literal gestures and literal output.



exploring semantic 
space

so a SECOND thread of my practice is thinking about poetry as a means of exploring "semantic space." this was the topic of my talk at Eyeo last year, and I've borrowed 
a few slides from that presentation.



–Jean Lescure, Brief History of the Oulipo

The really inspired person is never inspired, but 
always inspired....[T]his sentence implied the 
revolutionary conception of the objectivity of 

literature, and from that time forward opened the 
latter to all possible modes of manipulation. In 

short, like mathematics, literature could be 
explored. 

But when I make computer-generated poetry, I'm not trying to supplant human poets. (I'm a poet; why would I want to supplant myself?) This is a quote 
from Jean Lescure, talking about the Oulipo, a group of experimental writers based in France. He writes: ...



"literature could be 
explored"

Literature could be EXPLORED. this metaphor appeals to me. and I've made it my goal as a computer poet not to imitate existing poetry, but to find new 
ways for poetry to exist—previously undiscovered juxtapositions of words that produce new cognitive and emotional effects.



exploring (semantic) space 
with (literal) robots 

because humans abhor nonsense 
(and need help finding a path through it)

so here's what I see myself doing, as a poet: exploring space—semantic space—with robots—literal robots, i.e., computer programs that work with text. 
the unknown territory my robots explore is "nonsense"—whatever parts of language that people usually find inhospitable.



Figures from Roberson, D., Davidoff, J., Davies, I. & Shapiro, L. (2005) 
Colour categories in Himba: Evidence for the cultural relativity 

hypothesis. Cognitive Psychology, 50, 378-411.

okay, so what do I mean by "semantic space"? the term has a technical meaning that varies across disciplines, and I'm going to take a loose ecumenical 
approach to defining it, because I'm a poet, not a scientist. to have a "space," we need some dimensions—two would be nice, three better, maybe even 
several hundred dimensions would be fine—and we need some way to measure those dimensions, so that point A can be quantifiably different from point 
B. to have a semantic space, we need some kind of system to map parts of language—words or concepts—onto that space. 

one example of a 2-dimensional semantic space is color. 

Across languages, the color space gets neatly divided into different "blobs"—but no two languages do this in exactly the same way. The figure in the 
upper-right hand corner shows how the space is divided up in English; in the lower left and lower right figures, we see how the space is divided up in 
Berinmo and Himba. Berinmo is spoken in a number of villages near the Sepik river in Papua New Guinea(1); Himba is a language with over 50,000 
speakers, spoken in Namibia(2). 

1 http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/~kay/berinmo.pdf 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Himba_people 



Figure from Collins, A. M., & 
Loftus, E. F. (1975). A 
spreading-activation theory 
of semantic processing. 
Psychological Review, 
82(6), 407-428.

studies in 1975 used timing data from semantic priming experiments to show that some concepts are activated more quickly in proximity to others. Based 
on this timing data, you can even draw a map of related concepts and how related they are to one another. This isn't exactly a space—it's a graph, with 
nodes and edges—but it is starting to look like something we can explore.



Figure from http://gallantlab.org/publications/huth-et-al-2012.html

There was this really great study a few years ago that used fMRI scans to map parts of the brain to concepts in WordNet. So the panel on the left here 
shows the WordNet concept hierarchy, and the panel on the right shows the results of the fMRI. (That's a 2D projection of the surface of the cortex, btw.) 
The colors on the MRI correspond to the colors on the WordNet chart. Where the colors match is the places in the brain that were activated by concepts 
in the corresponding areas in the WordNet concept hierarchy. So the yellowish areas in the brain are activated by animal-related concepts; the pinkish 
areas by moving vehicles. 

This is a REALLY COOL result, and it shows that there's an actual, physical space that maps to words and language. 

Huth, Alexander G., et al. "A continuous semantic space describes the representation of thousands of object and action categories across the human 
brain." Neuron 76.6 (2012): 1210-1224.

http://gallantlab.org/publications/huth-et-al-2012.html


a ability able abort about above absenceaccidentaccordingaccount

a 97,569 124 224 705 1,666 1,928 110 301 1,335 1,353

ability 143 0 0 0 105 699 0 0 499 0

able 10,759 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 184 913

abort 437 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

about 3,520,097 336 341 0 492 1,456 215 0 2,058 0

above 299,589 0 0 0 12,526 0 0 128 785 22,950

absence 436 0 0 0 130 0 0 0 0 0

accident 1,520 0 0 0 365 0 0 0 106 0

according 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

account 11,943 0 104 0 2,122 2,109 0 0 1,518 0

another kind of semantic space results from a simple term frequency matrix. this matrix shows how many times the words in the rows/columns occur next 
to each other as a bigram in Google's N-gram corpus—this chart is just a subset  (imagine it having a row and column for every word in English). 

Now imagine if you took ALL of the bigrams in the database and made a matrix like this. And instead of putting numbers in each cell, you put rectangles 
whose size corresponds to the number of times the ngram occurred. You might get something like this!



2d visualization of lexical space. I made this in Processing.py! Neat.



here's the same visualization from before, but extruded into an additional dimension! so this is another kind of semantic space: we have quantifiable 
dimensions, and a way to map sequences of words onto those dimensions. this one in particular looks ripe for exploration—like you could send a space 
probe right through it.



the unknown

the familiar
cute 
robot 

explorer

so those are a bunch of possible ways to think about semantic space. 

the idea behind my poetic practice is that some parts of that semantic space are well-explored—i.e., the larger rectangles/cubes in those visualizations—
while other parts are empty. the empty parts are "unexplored"—they're nonsense—language that has never occurred before. because English speakers 
are beholden to convention and decorum, it's difficult for them to formulate the language in those unexplored territories. so, I make "bots" that go into 
those empty parts of the graph, gather the possibilities for language there, and report back. 

let's go back to my little model of exploration. there's stuff that's familiar, and stuff that's unknown. (we'll talk more about the cute robot explorer in a 
second.)



now, let's go back to this visualization of 2d n-gram space. The lighter areas are the areas that are familiar—they're the bigrams that we find in the corpus, 
bigrams that we know and love. But the empty areas—that's the unknown. Sequences of two words that have never been uttered in sequence before.



here's a typical sequence of tweets from @everyword's early history. just one word after another! if you followed @everyword, you'd see these words 
juxtaposed with the rest of your feed. if you visit the account's page on Twitter, the words will be in reverse alphabetical order, for obvious reasons. but 
the general idea remains the same.



just a straight line! it's a straight line because each word only occurs in the corpus juxtaposed with the word after it in alphabetical order. this graph kind of 
reminds me of... 



how to combine these 
two approaches?

so I have these two approaches to poetics—new interfaces for textual expression and exploring semantic space—and I'd like to be able to find a way to unify them. what 
I need is some model of "semantic space" that is continuous, so that I can easily attach analog controls to it.



word embeddings! 
(word2vec)

to do that, we need to have some way to represent the "meaning" of a word with a vector. the name in natural language processing for a word represented as a vector is 
a "word embedding." several different teams of researchers have come up with different methods for making word embeddings. the one I'm using was made by some 
Google researchers, and it's called word2vec.



so a word2vec vector has 300 dimensions. here's what the vector for the word "light" looks like... in essence, every word has a "coordinate" in 300-dimension space.



"dog" is closer to "puppy" than "abacus" is to "mastodon"

one of the consequences of how the word2vec vectors were made is that words that have similar meanings are "close" to each other in terms of euclidean distance. this 
code shows that the vectors for two related words like "dog" and "puppy" are closer than the vectors for "abacus" and "mastodon."



just to illustrate, here's a t-sne visualization of the word2vec vectors of every unique word in the first chapter of the king james version of genesis 1:1



if you build a quadtree (well, a k-d tree), you can fairly efficiently find the words that are "closest" to a given word, like you see here—the words for the vectors "closest" 
to the vector for "light". you can also use this technique to find the word closest to an arbitrary point in vector space, which is important for what I'm about to show you.



experiments

so I'm doing some experiments treating word2vec as a continuous semantic space for poetry composition, with an eye toward eventually using physical, analog controls 
to manipulate the parameters of the procedures. I want to show you a few of these experiments.



random points

the first experiment I want to talk about is literally just picking random points in word2vec space and finding out what the closest word is. 



I found the mean and standard deviation of every dimension of the words in my word2vec corpus, and then made a function that generates a random value with a 
gaussian distribution for each dimension.



here's a 25-word poem generated with this technique, along with a t-sne visualization of the vectors. [read]


this is pretty great and I am very encouraged by these results.



JPEG compression

I'm 34 years old and I've been a computer programmer forever but until recently I didn't understand JPEG compression. then one day I was reading over the Wikipedia 
page and I realized, wait, I have somehow learned enough about trigonometry and linear algebra by osmosis that this actually mostly... makes sense. and all I could think 
was "oh my god, that is so clever and really cool." right after that I thought, "I bet if i do this with word2vec vectors then REALLY WEIRD STUFF would happen."



first a quick review of JPEG compression, or at least what I think is the really interesting part of JPEG compression. this is a graph of a list of twenty-five values, produced 
with a random walk. to represent these values, we'd need to keep track of twenty-five floating point numbers. the goal of data compression of course is to represent this 
same list of values, as precisely as possible, using FEWER VALUES.



discrete cosine 
transform (DCT)

there's a tricky way to do this, and it involves something called the "discrete cosine transform."



list of values DCT list of cosine 
coefficients

the key insight of the discrete cosine transform is that any list of values can be represented instead as the sum of a series of cosine functions at different frequencies.



the DCT for a given list of values has the same number of values as the original list. here's a graph of the DCT vector for the original list of values. it shows the coefficient 
for the cosine functions at each frequency.



here's a graph of the actual waveforms at their corresponding frequencies. If you were to sum the values of all the waveforms together, you'd get the original graph.



here's an animation that "approximates" the original values by successively adding the values of the waveforms together, starting with the lowest-frequency cosines. the 
red line is the original list of values, the light grey lines are the coefficients, and the black line is the approximation. as you can see, as you add in more coefficients, the 
approximation gets more accurate.



the trick of using DCT to compress data is that the lower-frequency components usually carry more information than the high-frequency components. If you look at the 
approximation of the data using just the first ten coefficients, you can see it's pretty dang close to the original values.



original (25 floats)

DCT (25 floats)

"truncated" DCT (however many floats you want)

that means that AS LONG AS YOU'RE OKAY WITH BEING A LITTLE BIT INACCURATE, you can represent the original twenty-five values by just storing a few values from 
the start of the DCT. this is one of the ways to implement "lossy compression."



Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_cosine_transform

JPEG compression uses DCTs too, except JPEG works with two-dimensional cosine functions instead of one-dimensional cosine functions. if you perform a DCT on an 
8-by-8 matrix of pixels, you can throw away most of the resulting vector and still be able to reconstruct a reasonable facsimile of the original matrix, but with less data. do 
this for every 8x8 matrix in a bitmap and boom, you've got image compression—the ability to approximate an image using less data than the image originally had. you 
can increase the compression without losing a lot of fidelity by leaving off the higher-frequency coefficients. THIS IS REALLY COOL.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_cosine_transform


list of word2vecs → 
DCT

then I find the DCT of that list of word2vec vectors. DCT works just as well on data with 300 dimensions as it does with data with one or two dimensions... hopefully you 
can see where I'm going with this!



so then I can then approximate the meaning of the original source text using only the first few coefficients of the word2vec DCT. it turns out that with this particular 
source text, you can leave out about 80% of the coefficients before the approximated text is different from the source text. here's an example at around 91% 
compression—only 27 of the 300 coefficients are present. as you can see, the text is WEIRD: it's still basically the same text, but words have been strangely replaced 
with words that are related in meaning or distribution. (read if time)



if you use only ONE of the coefficients to reconstruct the text—compressing its meaning by 99%—the first verse of genesis is just a diary of measuring. which, you know, 
is actually a pretty poetic summary of that part of the Bible.



here's an animation of the whole process, which I think is pretty neat. so here again is a poetic composition tool that explores semantic space while giving you a 
"physical handle" (i.e., compression percentage) on the phantom model.



gaussian blur w/
control

the last experiment I want to show you is using a gaussian blur on word2vec vectors.



a gaussian blur, of course, is a way to take an array of vectors and then "blur" them by making each vector an average of the surrounding vectors. we usually think of 
gaussian blur as working on a two-dimensional array of pixels, but you can use it on a matrix of arbitrary dimensions.



so here's a gaussian blur filter applied to an array of word2vec vectors (again, Genesis 1:1 from the King James Version of the bible). the t-sne visualization is kind of 
useless here. it's not perfect, but there is this kind of weird "smearing" of meaning as the value of the sigma goes up until the whole thing blurs to repetitions of 
"damnatio" and "thummim."



I made a little sketch in Processing.py to control the gaussian blur of word2vec vectors in real-time. this is the first actual working "prototype" of a text interface using 
manipulation of values in word2vec vector space. it's a long way from amiri baraka's "expression scriber" but it's a first step! I have a number of other prototypes in the 
works! come talk to me.



future directions/questions

• measures of distance 

• word2vec isn't "continuous" in the way I want—
other word embeddings? 

• making the results "feel" different

I'm teaching myself all of this on the fly, and I've got enough knowledge to get myself in trouble but maybe not enough knowledge to reason my way through it.



~ fin ~ 

thx DBRS innovation lab :)

DBRS innovation lab has given me a month of money and desk space to work on these weird ideas, so thank you to them!


